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Abstract 

The elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering Is studied by using 

the two dimensional spectral representation of Mandelstam. In 

this first paper, the convergence problem arising from the combi

nation of the forward dispersion relation with the unltarlty condition 

on the physical out, Is solved by use of a conform a! transformation. 

1. A system of integral equations for the elastic scattering of protons on protons in the 
singlet state was obtained by using the two-dimensional_ spectral representation of Mandelstam. 

The m17thod is based on the approach recently introduced by Efremov, Meshcheryakov, Shirkov 

and Tiu 1
. We briefly recall their idea. The dispersion relations are written only for such angles 

(forward and backward scattering) for which they are simple and at which no spectral functions 

are met in the unphysical region. Then, the dispersion relations are differentiated with respect 

to cos$ at these points. In the whole, region -1 ~ cosG = 1 the amplitude . M ( ~ .. , C-OS e) 
is represented by a Taylor expansion around these points and this series is inserted into the·. · 

unitarity condition; The partial waves can also be defined in terms of these Taylor coefficients. 

However, as it will be shown, this approach leads, on the. physical· cut, to a problem of con':' 

vergence, due to the fact that the cpsine singularities of M ( f, C9.S e) located at th~ non:

physical region cos f) > 1 restrict the convergence of the Taylor expansion 

also in the phySical· region • Indeed, the cosine of the nearest singularity is 1 + f-/2-,i' and 

approaches asymptotically the forward scattering point, when f increases* (see Fig.l). In 

the physical region, the expan;ion around cos e = 1 converges only for cos e > ~- "'~~&. 
and, consequently, a certain !.,..,exists 

. . . ~ 
. :z. , "1 L 1- 4 -= -1 i. ~... - z ... /1,"" it 

7..111'-1.'1. 
above which the conver7ence circle of the Taylor expansion around cosB = 1 does not cover 
th~ whole physical region -1 :£:: cos (1 ~ l. Thus, for f" > ~% the Taylor expansion in cosB can

not be used anymore in the unitarity condition. 

* 'l is the length of the center of mass momentum in the' reaction N +N ~ N +N 1 . 

e is the c.m. scattering angle. I'll is the so-called causal amplitude defined, for 

instance, in [2] or. [3l 
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In the f{t N -.... N-+ N process, the cor~esponding EWI.u .,. l ~~!o.ot + "-'1. 

is extremely small, having the value of 10 MeV in the laboratory system. (If symmetry is taken into 
account and <;m e·xpansion in cos 2e · is used, ft\\G.xcan be shifted up to 49.4 MeV). But it fs desirable 

to ensure the convergence of the Taylor series at least up to the threshold of the first inelastic process 
H<~-N- H+H+"K" (290MeV), for which the simple unitarity condition still holds. 

2. ln this purpose, we made a conformal transformation of the complex cosine plane 

w-::: 
1-~~ -o<"- i'" 

't 1 All. , 
0( = ,, +~ ~ + .1£_ r 2~lf 

i.:-COS8 
I 

(see Fig. 2) and we showed that the series 

•l'M I· 2.·~ ~·-
w" 
n' . 

( 1 ) 

converges in the whole interval -l~z £ + 1 for any observable energy. Below 49.4 MeV, where the 

power series in ~os 2 6 also converges, the series in w" yields a bett~r approximation if the same 

number of terms is taken. In this way, a quickly Convergent set of integral equations is obtained. 

The properties· of this conformal transformation.: as well as the reasons which led to this form are 

collected in. Appendix 1. Some quantitative estimations are given in Appendix 11. 

3. Let us now study the unitarity condition. On the physical cut, it has the following form (in the 

c.m. system) 

I .. M (o',l) = i ~· I'~- (M•ft'.!.) M(£l.Jd~~ ~y 
~ I. 'I t'.,. .,.. ... J 

where 

~,.,"" ~~- v_,-~.,_ ~ -t-i.r.,_ ~1 

At this stage, an expansion of · M into partial waves is frequently performed which allows to writ~ 
the unitarity·condition for the partial waves~ However, in the forwardscattering method only the proper

ties of M near cos 6 • · 1 are used; thus the partial wave amplitudes can be defined only by 

integrating the Taylor series. Since each power of W contains an infinite number of partial waves, 

the simUltaneous use of the 1Ar power·series and the partial wave expansion would lead to a reordering 
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problem. Each coefficient of one expansion would be written as a combination of an infinite number of 

coefficients of the other expansion. In practical calculations, however, one must restrict oneself to a 

finite number .of terms and thus the transition from one expansion to the othe~ leads to supplementary 

errors. For this reason, we avoided the partial wave expansion and used only the power series in W" 

All integrals in (2) are to be performed by direct calculation. 

Writing now the singlet amplitude Mss ( 'f,\1:) as 

1n 4 -lG1·~J 
. Jj Cf,'1:) 4 

we expand mJJ ( ~?., 1:-). in. ,w-" and take only three terms 

( 3) 

Then, we obtain from (2) and its derivatives with respect to z 

2 
<;) Iw. mss, I . " ft.\1. ct. I .,. I<~. =. - V't1. rw.'L 

a,... tt . . 'h. . 2. ('or)' ' J 'd 
~""' ~j::.o 

~'!.r~ mu{ "''1. .t 
. I} I q. L i' 

I<,J =. --- . Gt. 'l. . 'Oi.'1. J=-1 J.. ('Iff)~ ~f-~-~ .... 
•iJ'= 0 

• J 
where 

{t\) 

The. K,-} -s depend only on the energy (via rX.
1 

, see _(1)) and are easily obtained. Their explicit form 
is 

K = 4, 
~0 
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K. _ 1r (·lr·'~·· '-~·:•-J)· .3JT"-·(·r· ~ ..,::1. 1) t-:t. 1)-1··-·.o(+'r''· 
- -lj 11 0( - '1tf. .. -'l -~ .:>ot·+~ot +'I lot- tl ---·' 

.t1 . .toe ., . . l.to1. _ .. • . , . ; · "'-::'f 

K 
I I I 

oo == K w =- Kz o = 0 
'•fC 

- ..JL_ It 2 'L •z. . ;', o( -(··· 

K
l . 1 ;_., 

-1
1 

- 6«'~ {3oe -.Za +3) - :;r s- ( c< +/)(~ ~1) J.a ___:!:_... · lfa . • . , a:-4; 

"~ = 19 (J>~'- *"" ~ "~' _,_lSJ -, .~r«rJ s., ~·. '\~~ ~'ij( "7!> ~Ak \~-'--< ,_ "'- 4'(. ' ·, 

{ ~ ,' t, \ 

K II = K 11 
-::. K ,, = 0 

oo .fO 10 

v" 
"'-u 

-= - __ 11"...;.._ __ 

~1occ' (cllt-4) 
(~f""' 1-lJO«' --~.~r~. 4 +.?Oo~.l."""·cts-) + 

~it}( 3~· :.1~-_,_~;~~i_1Jz; j~ "~J 

I(~ = - un -~ r ~"-A\ (US ~i~- 3f f,/ + 9oi ~'J']J ;.• '+; 6.~ §, '-:... J1S:) .., 
I. ; } • ~ •. , 

-rf/;;• (A{"''~ 4 >.t.~ .;A3h t j( a'--ll {<:~ 
• • < >' ,' : > ' 'i'.; 

K ~~' == K :~) 
'I J I } 

(tc.} 
i {(.Z.~ are neglected 

The two-pion contribution to the unbhysic~l cut yields an inhomogeneous t~r;n in the integral equa -

uons, which wm be denoted,by -"X-'_.· T~is, ~:rm,, ?~ _weu as __ ot~7rc~,n~r.ib~t~~m; ,~o t~.e ,ur.~h~si~al c~t, . ___ . 
have not been studied by us in' detail; They' can bEHakeri from other works- [ 3; ~which give a complete 

analysis of them. Nevertheless, needing only the forward scattering, we hope to obtain a simpler form of 

them. 

4. Writing the integral equations only for the singlet scatte~ing, we take advantage of the fact 
that in the expansion of M into the ''physical'' amplitudes ' ' . •', 

1 
. 

i -· 

M = o( + ~ l~·iiJ(G;·ilJ:,! (c~·hl,+, (~,·~}),,_~ b'(~·~Jr?z·J«)+E.(G...lJcG;.J). 
\ ~ ·.} 
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the dispersion'i:elqtibns lforc:x '~' J', and F£; '' have a simple form in' the nonreli:itivistic aPPr~~i~aHon 
( see [21:~). Tl1e singlet 6inpl{tude·,1rl

5
·• is given iri ternis'ofthein·as'foll6ws ·' < \ ' ; ' :J :.S ,, 

,::.··,~: f"\ iu,_>_i:~· n·:;:_;.:;;; ,·"~.:i:~. · 

Jn.s.s g .~X- ~.,::.cr:( l 

The Jrtegrat equations have~ the. following form 

a., = 

( h.ere 

As usual in the forward scatteringcase, one,subtraction must.be performed. However,,thissubtraction· , 
~.>. ~ ·; 7-.,; ·.·: '<·:.~>:·-~:~,,;-.·~·:_; ·,.:; ·,"_::; 1 -_,t{·-~·~ ;~:·;,11 ·"····;~~·,::,·-·--·~c,,. ;.., ..:<~.-.-'.•l,_,· .. _,. .... .; lt-.t:;,. ,,_.,.,~_) \. ''"'· .-·~~~-·t (•-" 

i s to be cipplied onl ytothe first equation, because the second and the third one have, a . correct. behaviour; 1 b •: ·. 
at infinity.· rlli~ ;;.cis;,'.' .:rchi~veci b~- ~~i~~· ~~;~t~t ~~~~;t~ tran~f~r dispersion. relations .'instead of the 

\::~1(' 
1 

:; ::11:,;•> i.'i·~;,~n,;_;,<,~.~ .. •'"<,''••"·-..·~·"'o'j,'•'•' T" -•. ·<,- •''' '- '•••" ~ ; "' ' " 

constant angle ones. ; l > ;;1 : •. ~ ·,; :;:;: ;: ., 
"<;····· ir:·.··:tr:L'r: t~ \!r.:·· 

• -: ._ , : ·,, J/ ..... -~-·,_ ~-·.' ·r,'J "'~i~..tT"•''<"-''··~r.ro~•';t !~,.·:'~i~."-~ .. '~ ,~··.1 
5. The integral equations ai:e:writtE~rdor'the first three coeffiCients of (3) and noffcir' the paitia!"waves. 

As it has been already:said/we were led t6 this~'uiu.lsiiaFexpmisid:i (3):in·~;derift~ av;i~f'tii~~~~Bf,!~fu~rit~r~ i: 
•":'" ·. '' ,, , : .; • • ,. • .,.,,. '"' ~> \" .,,...~. F•~"''i ~...-.,-·~ki"+·"'''"'-'; ·~·",,\t·-_'• •\-.',;"'~ ·'··.~ 

errors arising from the sirriulfaneous:use·of two expansions'; ·But there is' also' another 'circumstari'ce which' 
confirms this point of view.' " ' ·:·ill (i :;,;: :: ·.•\: !•:. <.ir-i· ·, 

As it is known, the ff+N*N+tl .scattering,amplitude contains many waves so that the partial 
: "' ·::~ _. - ~ :.~. -~ ~-·- ''~ .,('" ~ ,• < i' .. ,.., ;, . ' 

wave expansion converges ·very slowly.· To obtain a true picture of the reality without using many appro-

ximation terms, we must expand /1 l'tj-',1.} into a more convenient set o~functiol}~I~~ue to t.h~ ~e~pod 
used we shall' consider only the power expansions around z" :::. 1. · 
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Emphasizing this idea we can say that the most rapidly convergent . expansion of Mtf,7.J is that 
in the powers of H itself, where it is reduced to the. trivial identity 1-1 ::/w1 • But 11 is not 

known before solving the equations; the only information known about M concerns the location of the 

poles and cuts. In the limits of thisinformation,the most<rapidly convergent expansion will be that in 

powers of a function having the same location of singularities as H . An 'example of such a function 

'\U"' is given in Appendix 1, but it is complicated for practY~al calculation. Our W' -function, which 

is much simpler, approximates this ideal case somewhat worse, but, as the numerical estimations 

show ( see Appendix 11), three coefficients in (2) are quite sufficient. 

It is pleasure for us to acknowledge the frequent stimulating discussions we had with Professor 

H.Y.Tzu and Dr. D.V.Shirkov. We wish also to thank to Dr. V.S.Vladimirov and E.V.Maikov for their help

ful dis~ussions concerning the mathematical aspects of this work. 

Appendix 1 

1. 'Irl order to secure the convergence of the power expansion around cos 
20 = I in the whole physical 

region 0' cos 20 ~ 1 we transformed the left half- plane defined by the straight line C into the in-
-/ e.n&O 2n side of the unit circle C in the complex plane "ttT = ; , 11 ( see Fig.2). The point cos 17 ::: 1 
c( - C4) 

transforms evidently into liT = Q; 

The power expansion around W=O is convergent in each point insi<;ie the unit circle, because the 

amplitude has no singularities in this region. All physical points are contained in this circle, thus the 

..,. -power expansion.can be used in the integrals of the unitarity condition without supplementary precau

tions. 

2. There is a great variety of conformal transformations which ensure the convergence. of the corres
;>onding Taylor expansions in the whole physical region. As it is known, the Taylor expansion behaves · 

for ~ ... oo as the geometrical series (~)"'"where .R is the convergence radius, and ~~=1wl • It would 

be natural to find such a transformation for which in all physical points ~ would have a minimal value. 

Such an optimal transformation ~" (:tl actually exists and we shall show that it is that one which trans
forms the cut complex plane D ..... (See Fig.3) into the unit circle. This is equivalent with the statement 

that for any other confo~al transformation '"'i transforming an arbitrary domain D,.cD"'(not containing 
points of the z-cut !) into the unit circle, the inequality 

't!if~CPJI ~ IZ,.. :l~lP>I ( "•rc R1-= R ,.~:= ·') 

takes place for each point ~ 6. l>1 • 

---------'~ 
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To demonstrate this, we observe that W"' (Z) tran~forms ))..., into a domqin 
~ 

contained ...... 
in the unit circle D" . The function ll1,._=fc'\l which transforms the · " 1 -unit circle into Di is 

analytical and has the following properties:@. lftr>l"i for each P contained in the liJf ~unit 

circle, and . · · · · 
®.4(o):t0 ,be~ause both ~ tl1

) and w~ l'C~transform the point cos
29 :-tint~ the origin. 

Now , the well known Schwart~ Lemma* requires 
' ~ . . . " : 

for all points 'Ill, contained in the unit circle. 

3. The optimal transformation - 'W'f'\ can readil~~~~~nstructed with the ~el? ~f the Joukowsky 

transformation. By means of the transformation "' : \ .• •I · the _cut of the z , pl~e goe~ into a 

cut between L4. a-1 and \.\.:+.1; and U.~11"=1)~ oo . . • This cut can be Cifterwaids.transformed 

into the unit circle (and lA:; oo ,into the origin) by.means of the transformation J(ll"'+ ~J=U. Thus, 

AppendiX· II 

In order to compare the_ convergence rates of the different expansions, we shall tregt, as an example, the 

case of an amplitude of the form 

· . 2 1-c.tEe 
To check the accuracies of the first, second, etc., approximations of the cos 8 and tUc: z. ta . A 1 -1 - . "'-~s v 

expansions, we shall calculate some partial coefficients of = -"- + . . e first exactly, 
. . 7:-f'tMfJ T-US · · 2 by integrations, and then with the help of the approximative exJ)ressions provided for A by the ·cos 8 and 

expansions. These approximations are listed below, in the first and second columns respectively, the 

errors beinq expressed in percents. Table lis calc~ated for . fl(,.-::. 7.) · , for which both ~xpansi~ns 
are converqent; Table . II is calculated for Cl( :::;: 1.28 for which the expansion in cos 8 is divergent, 

the W" -exPansion remaining,naturally1 convergent. This corresponds to the laboratory nucleon energy_ 

of 72 MeV, but if the one-pion ~ole is subtracted and "t' represents the location of the beqinning of thE 

twO.pion singularity, this value corresponds to the inelastic threshold 290 MeV. 

* If /crJ is analytical for cll tJf(Rand if ll<t>l' M and /to) r:: 0 , then it follows Hen I' M~1:t 
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